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Vampires
Fiction
Collins, Ross. Dear Vampa. A young vampire writes a letter
to his grandfather bemoaning his new neighbors. (J PICTURE
BOOKS COL)
Dadey, Debbie. Dracula Doesn’t Rock and Roll. Could Mr.
Drake, the Bailey School guidance counselor, really be the
lead singer of a vampire rock band? It’s up to the Bailey
School Kids to find out! (JPB BAILEY SCHOOL KIDS)
Emerson, Kevin. The Demon Hunter. Oliver and his brother
Bane have never been close, and lately, things have only
gotten worse. But when a murdered human is linked to an
escaped jaguar – a jaguar Oliver saw his brother occupying
that night at the zoo – Oliver can’t help but feel worried
for Bane. As the murders continue and Bane still doesn’t
come home, Oliver begins a dangerous search – one that will
reveal much more than he thought he was looking for…and
that could risk more than he’s willing to lose. (JPB OLIVER)
Griffin, Adele. The Knaveheart’s Curse: A Vampire Island
Story. Eleven-year-old Maddy Livingstone, a vampire-fruit bat
hybrid striving to make friends in modern day New York City,
tries to protect her family from a vicious pureblood vampire
who is in the New World seeking the Tenth Knave. (J GRI)
Gutman, Dan. Miss Mary is Scary! When a British studentteacher arrives, A.J. and his friends wonder if her all-black
clothing and her love of blood sausage mark her as a
vampire, while Mr. Granite simply hopes her musicianboyfriend will stay away long enough for a math lesson.
(JPB MY WEIRD SCHOOL DAZE)
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Harris, Lewis. A Taste for Red. When some of her classmates
disappear, sixth-grader Svetlana, along with her new friends
go in search of the missing students using her newfound
ability as an Olfactive, one who has heightened smell,
hearing, and the ability to detect vampires. (J HAR)
Howe, Deborah.
Bunnicula:
A rabbit tale of mystery.
Though scoffed at by Harold the dog, Chester the cat tries
to warn his human that their foundling baby bunny must be a
vampire. (J HOW)
Howe, James. Bunnicula Strikes Again! When Bunnicula the
rabbit starts acting strangely, the Monroe dogs and cat
renew their suspicions that he is a vampire. (J HOW)
Kelly, Jack. Dracula. In this retelling of the Bram Stocker
classic, young Jonathan Harker first meets and then must
destroy Count Dracula in order to save those closest to
him. (J GRE)
Mercer, Sienna. My Sister the Vampire. When Olivia and Ivy
tell their classmates and parents that they are identical
twins, the word spreads to the vampire officials and Olivia
must prove that she is worthy of keeping Ivy’s true identity a
secret. (JPB MY SISTER THE VAMPIRE)
Noyes, Deborah. It’s Vladimir! Doomed to spend his time
alone in a castle because of the terrible tantrums he
throws, Vladimir the vampire wants more than anything to be
able to fly. (J PICTURE BOOKS NOY)
Poison Apple Series. When her great-aunt Margo arrives in
New York from Romania with her collection of stuffed bats,
Emma-Rose Paley, who dislikes sunshine and hates garlic,
believes she has discovered a vampire in the family and that
she must be one too. (JPB POISON APPLE)
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Rook, Sebastian. Paris, 1850. When London begins to
experience the same sickness that Paris experienced, Jack
believes that the vampires have not been destroyed, but have
moved on to another city. (JPB VAMPIRE PLAGUES)
Scroggs, Kirk. Dracula vs. Grampa at the Monster Truck
Spectacular. When Grampa and Wiley sneak out of the
house on a stormy Halloween night to attend Colonel
Dracula’s Monster Truck Spectacular, they run into
trouble from which only Gramma and an F5 tornado can
save them. (J SCR)
Sfar, Joann. Little Vampire. An unusual friendship forms
between a vampire and a human, when Little Vampire leaves
notes on homework Michael has left at school. (J GRAPHIC
NOVELS LITTLE VAMPIRE)
Spinner, Stephanie. Dracula. Having deduced the double
identity of Count Dracula, a wealthy Transylvanian
nobleman, a small group of people vow to rid the world of
the evil vampire. (JPB BULLSEYE CHILLERS)

Non-Fiction
Brooks, Archibald. Vampireology: The True History of the
Fallen Ones. Purports to be a book, written in 1900, that
sheds light on what happened to three historic vampire
bloodlines. Includes booklets, flaps, and letters between
the young researcher who discovered it in the 1920’s and an
alluring woman who seeks his help.
Krensky, Stephen.
Vampires.
Examines the history and
culture surrounding vampires. (J398.45 KRE)
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Miller, Raymond. Vampires. Looks at the legend of the
vampire, explores what factual basis it may have, and
describes its appearances in popular culture. (J398.45 MIL)
Pipe, Jim. Vampires. Introduces the characteristics of
vampires and describes how they are often portrayed in myth
and legend on screen. (J398.45 PIP)
Regan, Sally. The Vampire Book. Contains definitions and
information about vampires, myths and legends, changes in
conceptions about vampires and today’s myths about
vampires. (J398.45 REG)
Vorgard, Treval. A Practical Guide to Vampires. Examines
the twilight world of vampires, discussing such topics as
why they avoid mirrors, the animal forms that they can take,
the age of a vampire fledgling, and more. (J398.5 VOR)
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